obile emission inventories are constructed by multiplying a pollutant emission factor by a travel activity (e.g., number of trips, vehicle miles traveled, etc.). To create emission rates, vehicles are tested on dynamometers using driving cycles, or speed-time traces. The process currently used to create the driving cycles is deterministic. However, if we examine the data and data collection techniques closely, it is clear that an observed speed, v t , represents one of the many possible values that true speed, V t , may take on at a given time t. With an ordered set of random variables {V t } and associated probability distributions, driving cycles should be defined by a stochastic process. In this study, we propose a new approach for constructing driving cycles using Markov process theory. The new approach not only provides an important statistical foundation for drive cycle estimation, it also overcomes several key limitations of the current driving cycle construction methodologies. For example, we use a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) partitioning algorithm that enables us to associate a segment with a specific modal operating condition, (e.g., cruise, idle, acceleration, or deceleration), which, in turn, preserves finely resolved driving variability. We apply the new method to the data used to construct EPA's new regulatory facility-specific driving cycles. Comparisons with these cycles indicate relatively similar global results (e.g., average speeds) under uncongested conditions. However, the new cycles tend to contain a higher frequency of small scale acceleration and deceleration modal events than are represented in the EPA cycles. For congested conditions, in addition to greater frequencies of acceleration and deceleration modal events, the new cycles tend to have higher speeds and harder accelerations. Overall, the improvements in the new method represent significant advances in the development of stochastic driving cycle construction methods.
Introduction
Driving cycles, representing average trips or portions of trips, are the fundamental building block for computing emission rates for air quality inventories. The first driving cycle, the Federal Test Procedure (FTP), was created in the late 1960s to comply with federal standards (Austin et al. 1993) . The cycle was to be used for both vehicle certification and emissions inventory development. However, in actuality the driving cycle was used primarily for vehicle certification until passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments in 1990, when the need for estimating regional emission inventories became critical. This shift in emphasis, from using a single driving cycle primarily for vehicle certification to one that formed the basis for deriving emission inventories, motivated critical examinations of FTP, both of the cycle itself, and the way in which it was constructed.
Since FTP's development, concerns have been raised regarding the representativeness of the driving cycle for contemporary driving behavior (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1993a, Barth et al. 1996) . Driving surveys conducted by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in Baltimore, Maryland and Spokane, Washington have shown speed and acceleration rates far in excess of those simulated by FTP (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1993b). For instance, in Baltimore maximum speeds of 96 mph and average speeds of 24.5 mph were observed compared to 56.7 mph and 21.2 mph, respectively, represented in FTP. It is also well known that acceleration rates contained in FTP were kept artificially low at the time of development because of chassis dynamometer restrictions.
In the early 1990s the California Air Resources Board (CARB) created another standard cycle, the Unified Cycle (UC)-specifically to mitigate some of the deficiencies identified with FTP-for estimating mobile source inventories in California. Since that time, EPA has also created a number of new cycles reflecting specific levels of service (LOS) and/or facility types (e.g., freeways and arterials) (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1997) . While these new cycles should better represent a variety of driving conditions, they are still constructed using a cycle methodology that itself is the target of much criticism.
In this paper, we begin by examining the current state of the practice with respect to driving cycle construction methodologies. As part of this discussion, we identify a number of important limitations to current practice, including the deterministic nature of the current methodologies and the need for better representation of the variability associated with driving. We then present a new analytical framework for constructing driving cycles that preserves the stochastic nature of the data. We complete the paper by comparing cycles constructed with the new method to the regulatory cycles recently prepared by EPA using the standard methodology.
Current Driving Cycles:
Methodologies and Performance Measures
As Figure 1 illustrates, the general method for developing driving cycles today is to "synthesize" the cycle by dividing speed-time traces into smaller sections known as trip snippets or microtrips. A microtrip is defined as a portion of the speed-time trace bounded by an idle mode (zero speed) at either end, while a trip snippet has end points defined not only by stops (idle speed) but also by traffic conditions such as facility types or level of service. The microtrips or snippets are then grouped into various groups. The groups represent collections of similar traffic conditions (e.g., average speed) and/or driving patterns (e.g., percent idle time). This step of classifying the data is sometimes accomplished with statistical clustering on variables such as average speed or percent of idle time (e.g., Effa and Larsen 1993) . Once data have been assigned to groups, snippets (or microtrips) are randomly chosen and linked
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together to form a driving cycle. This step is repeated until the desired cycle length and duration is reached. Details on contemporary cycle construction can be found in Austin et al. (1993) .
This procedure is used to generate thousands of driving cycles. As the final step, a single cycle is selected from among the generated candidate cycles based on a set of target statistics, such as average and maximum speed and acceleration, percent idle, positive kinetic energy (PKE), a measure of acceleration work (Watson et al. 1982) , and engine power, formulated as a function of vehicle speed, acceleration, vehicle mass and road grade angle, which influences vehicle emissions and fuel consumption . In addition, a chosen driving cycle has to have a joint speed-acceleration frequency distribution (SAFD, sometimes referred to as a Watson plot) that is a good match to the SAFD of the full data used to build it.
The longer the driving cycle, the more information it contains about driving and modal operations (e.g., accelerations and decelerations). Theoretically, longer cycles will better represent real-world driving conditions. In reality, however, both the numbers of representative cycles as well as their individual lengths are often limited due to budget constraints. It is relatively expensive to test vehicles in the laboratory so limiting the number of cycles each vehicle is tested on and the length of the actual test time is important. These are probably the biggest challenges in cycle development.
One of the most important limitations of the methods currently used to construct driving cycles is that they do not fully reflect the range of a vehicle's operating conditions, typically referred to as the intensity and duration of modal events (Holmen and Niemeier 1998) , within the driving cycle. The creation of microtrips is generally based on arbitrarily defined criteria, such as average speed or the beginning or end of a particular facility type. Many researchers have shown that significantly different emission rates can result at the same average speed (e.g., Trozzi et al. 1996 , Joumard et al. 1995 , Hansen et al. 1995 , Andre and Pronello 1997 , and the facility type criterion has little physical association to the driving contained within the segments. In short, the approach is not robust and doesn't reflect the stochastic nature of the data. To address these limitations, we present a new and more robust analytical framework for the generation of a driving cycle.
A New Approach to Driving
Cycle Construction
There is a natural relationship between speeds measured at two consecutive time points. That is, speed at time t is dependent upon speed at time t − 1. This captures two important aspects of the driving data used to develop driving cycles. First, instantaneous speed and acceleration are no longer deterministic, and second, the current speed depends on previous speeds. We use Markov process theory to describe this process and to introduce a new stochastic procedure for creating driving cycles that consists of four sequential modules ( Figure 2 ): (1) partitioning of the speed-time traces into modal events to form modal event bins (i.e., the state space in Markov chains representing modal events such as cruise, idle, acceleration, and deceleration); (2) estimation of the transition probability between each pair of modal events; 
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(3) construction of the cycle based on the transition probability from one modal event to another; and finally, (4) selection of a single driving cycle based on predefined performance characteristics.
The partition step uses a maximum likelihood (MLE) approach of mixture decomposition related to a partitional clustering method to categorize segments of the driving data (Symons 1981) . The MLE approach is used twice, first to divide a driving trace into individual modal events of varying duration and intensity and then to cluster the modal events into modal event bins that group similar events (defined by speed and accel/decel rates). The elegance of this algorithm is that it is able to preserve the average (global) driving characteristics while incorporating microtransient events (i.e., small timescale speed fluctuations) that contain the information related to driving variability. In the second step, transition probabilities are used to determine the next modal event. That is, the selection of subsequent modal events to form a cycle is weighted by the transition probabilities: Given the current operating condition, the modal event with the highest transition probability is more likely to be chosen to be as the next event. The introduction of the transition probabilities in driving cycle construction allows us to rebuild the driving pattern that is most likely to have occurred.
A number of researchers have noted that an improved estimation of emissions would result if particular modes of engine operation through a combination of speed and acceleration events could be identified (e.g., Barth et al. 1997 , Barth et al. 1996 and that even further improvements could be achieved if driving variability of modal activities (i.e., acceleration rate or speed/acceleration variation) were taken into account (e.g., Jensen 1995 , Andre et al. 1994 , and Hansen et al. 1995 . The new method offers two features that are significant contributions to emissions estimation practice: the association of a snippet with a certain vehicular operating mode (as opposed to say the beginning of a new facility type) and the replication of the average driving pattern while preserving the driving variability. In the next few sections, we elaborate on the analytical methods underpinning the new cycle construction technique.
Partitioning of Driving Data
The first step in the method, data partitioning, divides a speed-time trace into small physically meaningful pieces using maximum likelihood estimation technique for partitioning observations into clusters (Symons 1981) . In our study, we use acceleration/deceleration to partition the data and each of the collected speed-time traces are partitioned individually.
We begin by denoting the length of a speed-time trace as n and each of the modal events (i.e., acceleration/deceleration) contained within n as y i , i = 1 n. Let G denote the number of clusters and for each cluster g = 1 G, there is a set of associated parameters, g , which can be any parameters of interest such as the mean and variance of the observation (i.e., acceleration/deceleration). The density function of observation y i , f y i , can be written as
where g is the probability of y i being in cluster g and g g = 1. Denote x i as the unknown cluster membership of observation y i and by definition P x i = g = g and we can rewrite Equation (1) to incorporate x i s. The clustering problem then can be viewed as one of estimating the x i s,
where C g is the collection of observations, y i s, with x i equal to g. Let y denote the vector of n observations y i , and the corresponding vector of parameters, under the assumptions of multivariate normality and equal variance ( g ) of the observations y i s by cluster (g = 1 G), the likelihood function of the data is
where n g is the number of observations in C g . Note that can be determined only when all the x i s are determined. Therefore, the likelihood function is also conditioned on the cluster membership vector x. L y can be written explicitly as L y x . The product of n g g over the G clusters is the likelihood of number of observations assigned to each cluster and the full likelihood function gives the likelihood of which n g observations are assigned to cluster g, g = 1 G. Implementing the partitional clustering algorithm involves calculating the maximum likelihood distance, D hl , between any two clusters h and l as defined in Equation (4): where C h and C l are defined similarly to C g , C m = C h ∩ C l is the intersection of the two sets.ȳ m ,ȳ h , and y l are the corresponding sample means of observations y i s in cluster l h, and set m, respectively (additional details can be found in SAS Institute, Inc. 1990) . A large D hl distance indicates greater dissimilarity between clusters h and l.
A typical partitioning result is illustrated in Figure 3 . The MLE partition algorithm divides a speed-time trace into smaller segments reflective of cruise, idle, and acceleration and deceleration modes. Note that acceleration rate is the only variable used to partition the time-speed trace at this step in the method. Consequently, a quasicruise event such as that shown on Figure 3 can be grouped with an idle event because their acceleration rates do not differ appreciably. However, they are clearly different modal events and this distinction is taken into consideration in subsequent steps when every segmented piece in a trace is assigned to a unique modal event bin. Therefore, this partitioning result helps to logically segment speed-time traces and does not prevent us
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from later getting modal events correctly identified. Compared to current methods, the partitioning result is an endogenous outcome of the speed profile, which avoids the arbitrariness of current partitioning methods that rely on changes in facility type and LOS (which are often subject to personal judgment during data collection) or zero speed events to define breaks in the speed-time trace.
By applying the same MLE classification technique again to the identified snippets, we can establish modal event bins, which are collections of snippets with similar average speed and acceleration/deceleration characteristics. A modal event bin, labeled by speed and acceleration, can contain hundreds and even thousands of snippets of differing event durations. Each bin preserves the overall speed profile, and each snippet preserves the driving variability. Each modal event bin also defines a state in the state space of a Markov process. In the next section we discuss how to estimate the transition probabilities between two states (modal event bins).
Markov Process and Estimation of the Transition Matrix
By definition, the Markov process is a stochastic process {Z }, = 1 2 T with state space S = 1 2 3 K such that for every and all states s 1 s 2 s (Isaacson and Madsen 1976) ,
That is, the probability of the current state being s depends only on the nearest previous state. The conditional probability from state r to state s, P Z = s Z −1 = r , is called transition probability and is typically denoted as p rs A Markov chain with K states will have K 2 transition probabilities,
and the transition probability matrix has the standard properties: All elements are nonnegative, and states are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Note here that the Markov process, Z , at each stage , represents a collection of certain modal events (or a state). Thus, the state space, S, is a collection of the possible modal events organized into modal event bins. The physical meaning of the transition probability p rs becomes the probability of the next snippet being chosen from bin (or state) s given that the current snippet is from bin (or state) r. The common approaches to estimating time-invariant transition probabilities include the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (Lee et al. 1970 ) and multinomial logit model estimation (MacRae 1977); we use the MLE approach.
For a stationary Markov process, Z = Z 0 Z 1 Z 2 Z T , we assume that there are repeated observations of the process. Let N rs be the total number of repeated observations for which the condition Z −1 = r and Z = s ∀ holds. Equation (7) is the maximum likelihood estimate of the stationary transition probability, p rs , subject to the identity condition, K s=1 p rs = 1. Detailed derivation of the MLE results is described in Lee et al. (1970) :
Note that we have assumed that there does exist a first-order Markov relationship (i.e., the current state is conditioned only on the immediate previous state) between the event bins. However, if states do not possess the Markov property defined in Equation (5), the probability of a state s occurring is the same regardless of the previous state, i.e., P Z = s Z −1 = r = P Z = s . In other words, the occurrences of states are independent from one another and the Markov process assumption will not apply. An independency test can be accomplished using a likelihood ratio test. A detailed illustration of the statistical methods can be found in Goodman and Anderson (1968) . In our study, we use the likelihood ratio criterion and a 2 -test and the results indicate a first-order Markov chain between modal event bins.
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Driving Cycle Construction Thus far we have statistically partitioned chase car time-speed traces into sections using acceleration/deceleration rates. These sections, representing discrete modal events, are then statistically clustered into modal events bins (or states) defined jointly by speed and acceleration. For example, we might have a modal event bin with a 50 mph average speed and an average acceleration rate of 0.5 mph 2 and another modal event bin with a 50 mph average speed and an average acceleration rate of 0.05 mph 2 . Each set of modal event bins has associated with it transition matrix from which candidate driving cycles can be constructed. The process for constructing a driving cycle is as follows,
Step 1. Choose the starting snippets.
Step 2. Determine the next modal event (or state) based on the transition matrix.
Step 3. Choose the "best fit" snippets from that modal event bin determined in Step 2.
Step 4. Stop if the average trip length is reached; otherwise, go back to Step 2.
The eligible starting sections are those with durations close to 120 seconds, the typical "light-off" time for a late-model three-way catalyst vehicle (Austin et al. 1993) . The final starting section chosen from the eligible ones will have the smallest average difference between the SAFD generated using the full sample data and the SAFD created using the cycle. The difference between the two is defined in Equation (8):
where n is the duration of the chosen section, R v t a t is the percent frequency at speedv t and acceleration a t from the SAFD of the entire data set, and P v t a t is the corresponding percent frequency from the sections chosen to be in the driving cycle. Note that R v t a t is always greater than or equal to P v t a t . Once the starting segment has been selected, the successive modal event bin (or state) is determined using a random number generator weighted by the transition probabilities given the modal event bin (or state) of which the current segment in the cycle is in. Once the next event bin number (or state) is determined, the best-fit trip segment is chosen from that modal event bin. The best fit segment will have the following features: (1) the initial speed will match the end speed of the previous segment in the cycle within an error bound of 0.5 mph; and (2) the segment will have the smallest average difference in SAFD calculated by Equation (8) among the segments meeting the requirement of Equation (1). The selection process is repeated until the cycle length reaches the desired cycle length.
Note that target cycle length (or duration) is generally established based on the trade-off between representativeness and testing time. In theory, longer cycles are likely to be more representative but are more costly. The EPA's facility-specific speed correction cycles were initially set to be no longer than the LA4 cycle (about 20 minutes), and in the end the cycle was set at about 10 minutes long to optimize the trade-offs between cycle representativeness and testing cost (Carlson 2002 ). For our driving cycles, we set the cycle duration at roughly the average trip duration (i.e., about 600 seconds), which coincided with the EPA's target cycle length.
It is typical to generate a large number of candidate cycles during the process, from which a single representative cycle must be chosen. Generally speaking, cycles are qualitatively compared using one or more performance measures such as, for example, average speed, maximum/minimum speed, average acceleration, maximum/minimum acceleration, idle time (%), and driving power. We continue to use these performance measures (PM) but integrate them into a single equation and allow weighting of the criteria. Specifically, the cycle having the lowest PM value calculated from Equation (9) will be chosen. Differences shown in Equation (9) are taken between a candidate cycle and the full data set. Note also that in Equation (9), differences in maximum speed result in large differences, and that term may dominant the PM value. Multiplying the difference in maximum speed by 0.1 reduces the weight of this variable.
Implementation and Discussion
In the early 1990s the EPA began an update of the MOBILE emission factor model, which included developing new driving cycles. Cycles were developed, using the standard method described earlier, for a range of driving conditions combining roadway type (i.e., freeway and arterial, etc) and level of service (LOS). We have constructed three companion freeway cycles using our method to match the three EPA freeway cycles, representing LOS A-C, LOS D, and LOS E driving. The new cycles were developed with the same chase car data used to construct the EPA cycles and thus, a comparison between cycles is relatively straightforward. Table 1 presents the chase car study summary statistics for data collected under each of the three driving conditions. As we expect, the average speed decreases as the LOS goes down and speed variance and percent idle time increase as congestion worsens. Note also that both the maximum acceleration and deceleration are relatively similar despite traffic conditions. We begin the cycle construction by partitioning the time-speed traces, creating modal events bins, and estimating the transition probabilities. As Table 2 shows, four modal events bins were created for LOS A-C freeway driving. As might be expected, each bin is characterized by different average speeds companioned with different acceleration/deceleration attributes. The transition probabilities indicate that for LOS A-C freeway driving, cruise conditions are likely to govern. For example, if the current state is Bin 1 (i.e., the segment has an average speed of 60 mph and negligible average acceleration), then the next most likely state is also Bin 1, followed by Bin 2 (having an average speed of 62 mph coupled with an increase in average acceleration). Therefore, the transition matrix indicates that similar cruising states are preserved for a relatively long period.
For LOS D freeway conditions, three modal event bins (states) were identified during the data partitioning procedure (Table 3) . Average speeds ranged from slightly less than 30 mph to over 60mph. In general, the average acceleration/deceleration rates are harder than those reflected in the partitioning of the uncongested freeway driving. Note also that the average acceleration is negative, indicating that the overall trend for the speed traces contained in each of the three bins is one of deceleration. Bin 1 has the highest average speed and given that the current state is Bin 1, the next most likely state is also Bin 1. Alternatively, if the current state is Bin 2, the probability that the next state is Bin 1 or Bin 2 is approximately similar. A Bin 3 modal event is equally likely to be followed by an event in any of the three bins. Practically speaking, the transition probabilities suggest that given modal events reflecting steady conditions (i.e., with very low acceleration or deceleration rates), subsequent modal events are also more likely to be relatively steady. However, when modal events increase (i.e., greater numbers of accelerations or decelerations), then subsequent modal events are more difficult to predict, with approximately equal probabilities between each of the three state bins. The data partitioning for LOS E freeway conditions resulted in five modal event bins (Table 4) , with average speeds ranging from less than 20 mph to almost 60 mph. The average acceleration rates reflect a wide range of conditions from relatively hard deceleration (−0.446 mph/sec) to nearly steady state (0.004 mph/sec). The transition probabilities clearly suggest that given relatively unstable traffic conditions, subsequent modal events are difficult to predict. This is reasonably intuitive. 
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Comparison Between New Cycles and Regulatory Cycles
Using the estimated transition probabilities for each the identified modal states, we constructed new driving cycles, one for each of our three LOS conditions. We compared our new cycles to the EPA cycles across three dimensions: speed, acceleration, and road power. As we have noted earlier, current cycle development methods do not adequately represent the stochastic nature of driving data. Thus, we would expect that our new cycles might show greater modal variability with respect to both speed and acceleration, while still closely representing average (i.e., speed) conditions. With respect to road power, vehicle dynamometer test results and computer simulations of driving behavior have shown that second-by-second emissions can vary dramatically (and correlate well) with the "road," or tractive power required at the wheels (Stoeckenius et al. 2000) .
In our comparisons, we use road power to account for the combined effects of rolling resistance, or friction, aerodynamic resistance, or air drag, and acceleration resistance; road power is high during accelerations or when the vehicle is traveling at high speed (wind resistance increases with the square of the speed) and low during low-speed cruising. Thus, this variable helps us to assess how much emissions are likely to be impacted as a result of differences in the cycles. In Table 5 we present the summary statistics for both the new and EPA's LOS A-C freeway cycles. The cycles are also compared side by side in Figure 4 . As we would expect the average speed of the two cycles is very close, with EPA's at 59.6 mph and the new cycle at 60.7 mph. In addition, both maximum and minimum speeds are reasonably similar between the two cycles. The summary statistics also indicate that more variability is represented in the new cycle than that captured in EPA's cycle. However, what is interesting is that this variability is of a more resolved nature. That is, accelerations and decelerations are generally of shorter duration and greater frequency (Figures 5 and 6 ). The average acceleration and deceleration duration for the EPA freeway LOS A-C driving cycle (horizontal lines in Figure 5 ) are approximately 3.2 and 2.8 seconds, respectively. This The Freeway LOS A-C Driving Cycles compares to 2.7 and 2.2 seconds for the new freeway LOS A-C driving cycle (horizontal lines in Figure 6 ). The new cycle encompasses much more modal activity with 139 accelerations and 136 decelerations than the EPA cycle (68 accelerations and 76 decelerations, respectively). Even taking into account differences in cycle duration, i.e., 517 seconds for the EPA cycle and 605 seconds for the new cycle, there is still a significant difference in frequencies. Note also that there is a drop in the new freeway LOS A-C driving cycle, which may be reflective of the different average cruise speeds defining LOS A-C conditions. The LOS D cycles are shown in Figure 7 , with summary statistics presented in Table 6 . Here we see considerably less overall speed variation in the new cycle. However, it is important to point out that speed variance only reflects speed fluctuations about the overall The Freeway LOS D Driving Cycles of the new cycle (686 seconds) is only about 1.7 times longer than the EPA one (407 seconds). The average durations of acceleration and deceleration in the new driving cycle are 2.3 and 2.2 seconds, each about 2 seconds less than those in the EPA cycle (4.3 and 4.1 seconds, respectively). The new cycle has a minimum speed of 55 mph compared to the EPA cycle with a minimum speed of 27 mph (Table 6 and Figure 7 ). If we assume optimal density, then the minimum speed for LOS D conditions using the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 1994 ) is approximately 61 mph, which may vary some because of local conditions. Again, we believe this is reflective of differences in cycle construction methodologies, where the new cycles are based on segments reflective of model activity and the current method is based on arbitrary criteria. Finally, if we look at the LOS E cycle (Table 7 and Figure 10 ), the differences in global measures, such as average speed, are not that great. However, the characteristics associated with local modal events, for example, the number of acceleration/deceleration events are very different. The new cycle has almost 33 more (about 31% more) acceleration/deceleration events than EPA's new regulatory cycle after taking into account the difference in cycle duration (Figures 11 and 12) . It is interesting to note that the average duration of acceleration in both cycles is essentially the same, with the EPA cycle 0.2 seconds longer than the new cycle; the average duration of decelerations for the new cycle is approximately is one second longer than that represented in the EPA LOS E freeway cycle. This comparison suggests that the current methodology for constructing cycles produces modal activity closer to the stochastic version as congestion worsens. This makes intuitive sense because acceleration/deceleration modal activities are more likely to The Freeway LOS E Driving Cycles dominate a speed-time trace (and thus, be easier to replicate in a deterministic methodology) when there is considerable congestion. With respect to the emissions implications of the differences in cycles, for both the LOS A-C and LOS D cycles, road power (our surrogate for emissions) for the new cycles is higher than computed for EPA's cycle. In addition, the road power variability is much greater for the new LOS A-C and D cycles than for the EPA's cycles. This reflects the increased modal activity observed in the new cycles and is also Figure 11 Acceleration (+) and Deceleration (-) Durations for the EPA Freeway LOS E Cycle consistent with prior research that suggests that transient, or fine-scale modal activities can generate substantial emissions (e.g., LeBlanc et al. 1995) . Overall, we would expect the new cycles to result in higher unit emission rates.
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For LOS E conditions, road power values were fairly close. Research has shown that emission rates produced by the current cycles are likely to be underestimated (e.g., Joumard et al. 2000) ; however, this research does not distinguish between level of service conditions because to date, this type of emission Figure 12 Acceleration (+) and Deceleration (-) Durations New Freeway LOS E Cycle rate has not been used. The road power variance is similar between the two cycles, which is consistent with our earlier observation that as congestion increases accels/decels tend to dominate, and the driving behavior becomes easier to replicate in the current deterministic method.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described a new driving cycle construction approach that addresses many of the issues associated with the current driving cycle construction procedures. For example, several studies have shown that while global characteristics, such as average speed, are preserved with current methods, local characteristics, such as small timescale acceleration and decelerations, are lost (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1995). These small timescale events are important because they are likely to impact measured emissions. Another important limitation that has been identified in the current construction methodology is that the chase car data is arbitrarily divided into segments and then used to construct a cycle in which the modal activity is not physically meaningful. By this we mean that the time-speed trace is divided by changes in level of service or an idle condition.
Our new method divides speed-time profiles into smaller segments representing discrete modal events. This step is accomplished using a maximum likelihood partitioning method. We then cluster segments into different modal event bins, which form the state space in a Markov process. Transition probabilities are estimated to determine the sequencing of one modal event to the next and a driving cycle is sequentially constructed by adding segments based on the modal event bin transition probabilities. Any number of candidate cycles can be generated, from which the optimal cycle is selected based on the desired performance statistic.
In our new method, the MLE partitioning algorithm enables us to associate a segment with a specific modal operating condition, for example accelerations or decelerations, and preserve finely resolved driving variability. That is, the average driving characteristics are maintained without losing the small time scale speed fluctuations, which represent driving variability. In addition, by creating discrete segments related to modal activity and transitioning from one model event to another using transition probabilities, we are able to better simulate actual driving, and we are less likely to consistently choose segments of longer duration. Both of these improvements represent significant advances in the development of driving cycle methods.
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There are also a number of improvements that can be made to further enhance the cycle development process. For example, in the linking of segments we applied a 0.5 mph match criterion to each of the respective ends of the segments. The same criterion was applied at all speeds. Ideally, as speeds increase, the tolerance associated with this criterion would be smaller such that inadvertent power enrichments did not occur. Additional research should be conducted to determine the level at which tolerances should be set relative to speed. With respect to evaluating cycle performance and selecting the "best" cycle, there is a degree of judgment associated with setting the coefficients and weights for the performance measure criterion. Additional research should address how these coefficients and weights could be quantitatively established.
Finally, the new cycle construction method requires more driving data than that needed by the current cycle construction methodologies. This obviously represents additional, and perhaps significant costs for cycle development. Therefore, it is critical to properly characterize the number of cycles actually required for preparing inventories. EPA has chosen a limited number of cycles based on a facility-level of service delineation. Additional dynamometer testing should be undertaken to assess how much unit emission rates change under the new cycles-this would also provide important information on the overall number of cycles that should be created.
